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ABSTRACT 
e study the lexicographical index of the elements of R”, which we introduce 
here, and the linear operators on R” which preserve the lexicographical order or the 
lexicographical index, as well as those which do not increase or do not decrease the 
lexicographical index. 
lsevier Science Publishing Co., Inc., 
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n the present paper we shall study the lexicographical index (Section l), 
the lexicographical order preserving linear operators (Section 2), and the 
linear operators which preserve (Section 3), and those which do not increase 
or which do not decrease (Section 4), the lexicographical index. Finally, in an 
ndix (Section 5): we shall give some applications of the lexicographical 
o the separation of p convex subsets of Rn. 
t us recall now some notions, notation, and results which will be used 
e eIements of R” [where R = ( - ao, + oo)] will be considered column 
vectors, and the superscript T will mean transpose. We recall that x: = 
. . , &JT E R” is said to be “lexicographically less than” y = ( VJ~, . . . , v,,)~ 
Ly)if~~yandiffork=min{~~(l,...,n}l&+~,) 
writex,<,yifx<Lyor: = y. The expressions y )L x 
, will be also used. We shall denote by ( ej }s, or, in 
some cases, by ( er >y, the unit vector basis of R”. When ( ejl }y is an 
ary basis of R”, we shall also consider the lexicographical order < L, on 
the basis ( ei > ;,” defined similarly to the above, with x = (&, . . . , (,)T 
=C1,‘,,5iei and ~=(ql,-..,q,,)~ = CJ=lqjej replaced by x = C;=rejei and 
h:R”*R=[-oo,+ao]andanyXER, 
nse of Greenberg and Pierskalla [2], is the 
hi(*)= - inf h(y) [*E (R”)*], (0 1) ’ 
YER” 
)* is the conjugate space of R”; in the sequel we shall sometimes 
*)* with R”, in the usual way (with the aid of the_scalar product). 
us also recall that the quasi-subdifferentia1 of h: R” + R at yO E R”, in 
sense of [2] and [14], is the subset Ph( yO) of (R”)* defined by 
dY h(Yo) = (* E (W*Jh(Yo) = - Qqyo)W) l (0 2) . 
*, we shall denote by S’ Its orthogonal 
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where ~~=(~,j...m.j)~=u(e”) (j=l,...,n) are the columns of (m.)- 
hence, for example, instead of u E %(R”) we shall sometimes say, equiyal 
lently, that u E P(P) and u is nonsingular. We shall consider on P(R”, P) 
the lexicographical order u aLO in the sense of [7]$ defined cohunnwise (i.e., 
u aLO if and only if all columns of u are aLO). 
1. LEXICOGRAYHPCAL INDEX 
DEFINITION 1.1. 
(a) Let (ei >;Z be a basis of Rn. For any Y = +qiei E R”, we define 
the lexicogruphical index a’(y) of y with respect o { eil); by 
a’(y) = 
i 
min{ j E (l,..., n)llli#O} if YfO, 
+00 if y=o. 
(11) 
l 
(b) In the particular case when ( ei }y = { ei } y, the unit vector basis of 
R”, we shall omit the words “with respect o { ei };,” and we shall denote the 
lexicographical index of y = (~1,. . . , v,,)~ = X7_ lqjej E R” by CW( Y). 
REMARK 1.1. For y # 0, a generalization of the lexicographical index 
occurs implicitly, in [3, Theorem 2.11; see also [ 1, 93.31. 
Given a basis (ei); of R”, we have the following characterization f the 
function (Y’: R” + (l,..., n) u (+ 00) defined by (1.1): 
THEOREM 1.1. Forafinction/3:R”+(l,...,n}~(+ao) andabasis 
( e,! }‘lf of R”, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) /3 = d, the lexicographical index with respect o ( ei );. 
(2) We have 
/3(R”)= {l,...,n)u(+oa}, (13) . 
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Proof. me imglication (1) * (2) is obvious, by the definition of a’. 
f (2) holds, let 0 # y = Cl= Iq iei E R”. Then, since q1 = l 9 l = 
rl,~(,) - 1 = 0, we have 
- ( I%~(,,1 + e&y) <L’Y cL4%r(y)l+ l)e&yp (16) . 
whence, by (1.4) and (1.5), 
This proves that 
p(Y)=P(e(,)) (Y-"\(w~ (17) . 
whence, by (1.3), 
(1 ,..., n}u(+oo) =fl(R”)=p(Ie; ,..., e&O}). (1 f-9 . 
On the other hand, by C; cLI l 9 l +e;, (1.5), and (l-2), we have 
rom ( 1.8) and ( 1.9) it follows that 
a(e,!)= j (j=l,...,n), (1.10) 
whence, by (1.7), we obtain 
P(Y)=P(e;y,,)=dY) (yER"qo))~ (1.11) 
which, together with (1.2) and ar’(0) = + 00, proves that b = a~‘. 
et us mention separately the articular case (ej)}:= {ej>;l, L’= L, Of 
OROLLARY 1.1. For a function /?: R”+ (l,...,n)u( +oo), the fol- 
lowing statements are equivalent: 
cy, the lexicographical index with respect o the unit vector basis 
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NowweshallgiveconditionsonP:R”~{l,...,n)~(+cro),inorderto 
have /3 = ~1’ for some basis ( ei ); of Rn. To this end, let us first prove 
LEMMA 1.1. Let a be the lexicographical index with respect o a basis 
{ei}! of R”, and let y1 = Q$e,!, y2 = +$e~ E Rn be such that 
Then 
dY1)fdY2)* (1.13) 
a’(Yl+Yz) =min{a’(Y,)d(Y2))* (1.14) 
Proof. By (1.13) we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
dYd<~'(YZ)r (1.15) 
whence, by the definition of (Y’, we have y1 # 0 and 
$=O (j=l,..., d(Y1)-1; k=l,2), (1.16) 
(1.17) 
From (1.16), (1.17), and (1.15), we obtain 
4Y,+Ye)= min j=&I)=min{a’(y,),a’(y2)). 
q’i + 11; + 0 
LEMMA 1.2. Let j3: R” --) {l,.. ., n } U ( + co) be a fin&ion such that 
Y19 Y2 E R”¶ NY,) WY,) --r P(Y~+Yz)=m~{~(Y,M(Y,))* 
(1.18) 
ing 
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= l-d P(Y,)* 
l<k<q 
(L20) 
statement is true, by (1.18). 14ssume now that it 
let yl, . . . . y,,,~ R” satisfy (1.19). Then, by our 
tion, we have (1.20), whence, by (1.18), 
n)u( +oo), the follow- 
ere exists a basis ( ei }; of n such that /I = a’, the lexicographical 
at some Ai is 
(a) Obviously, (1.10) and (1.2) imply (1.3). 
ment shows that if ~:R”+{l,...,n}~{+ 
18), and (l.lO), then ($}; is a 
the 
index with respect to{ eil> y. 
above, the conditions (1.2)-(1. ) and (1.18) [or, the con&ions 
(1.2)-(1.5) for a basis ( ei }y of R”] imply (1.22) [res &rely, (1.11)], 
whpme 
/3(R”\ CO})= (l,...,n>; (1W 
on the other hand, it is obvious that (1.2) and (1.23) imply (1.3). 
THEOREM 1.3. Let p : R” + ( 1,. . . , n} u ( + OQ} be a function satisfying 
(1.4) and (1.18). Zhm 
P(YI+Yz)Zmin(B(Y,),p(Y,)} (Y,,YzER”). (1.24) 
Hence, /3 is quasiconcave and upper sernicontinzww. 
PfOOf. y (1.18), for the proof of (1.24) we only have to consider the 
case when /3(yl) = p(y& Assume, a contmio, that fl( 
/3( yz). Then, by (l-4), we have P(yl + ~2) < B(yz) = P( - YZ), whence, by 
(1.18), we obtain 
P(YJ = NY, + Yd + ( - Yz)) =min(B(y,+Y~),p(-Ye)) =P( 
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inally, by (1.24) and (1.4), for any c E R we have 
p(y,)Jqy,)= * P(YI+?d= (1.26) 
yER”, p(y)% A#0 * P@Y) >c, (1.27) 
PER” a B(o)=P(y+(-y))>,min(B(v),P(-Y)~ 
=min{Ij‘(Y)AY)} =P(y), (1.28) 
whence (1.27) remains valid also for X = 0. Thus, in this case, each upper 
level set 
(Y ER"IP(Y) -1 (1.29) 
is a linear subspace of R”, whence closed, which proves that p is upper 
semicontinuous. 
COROLL..~RY 1.2. The lexicographical index j3 = (Y’ :Rn + { 1,. . . , n } U 
( + 00) with respect o a basis (ei )y of Rn satisfies (1.24) and is quasicon- 
cave and upper semicontinuous. 
Proof * y the definition of (Y’ and by Lemma 1.1, /? = ar’ satisfies (1.4) 
1.18), so Theorem 1.3 applies. 
y Corollary 1.2, for any basis (ei )y of R”, the function h = - a’ is 
quasiconvex and lower semicontinuous. For notational simplicity, let us 
consider only the case ( ei ) y = ( ej } y, i.e., let 
h=-- a. (1.30) 
e owing two ositions compute the Greenberg- ierskalla quasi- 
conjugate (0.1) and the quasi-subdifferential (0.2) of h, respectively. 
ROPOSITION 1.1. have, for eat 
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S(!P) = 
i 
max{j E (l,..., n}~po} if \k=(31,.**,S,)E(R”)*\{0), 
-00 if !P=O. 
(1.32) 
Proof. Let X > 0, \k = (&, l *&)q~“)*\{O), Y=(l)l,**-,&)*ER”. 
Then 
W) 
‘(Y)= i !YjVj= C ljVj* (1.33) 
j=l j = 4~) 
Hence, if (u(y) > S(\k), we have \k( y) = 0 < A. On the other hand, for 
yo=(&-9 q)n)* E Rn defined by 
if j+S(‘k), 
0 
Vj= 
i 
1 
----A if j=(prqq, 
s 
\ 
W) 
(1.34) 
we have a( yo) = 6(\k) and, by (l-33), *( yo) = &+&) = k Hence 
hY,(\Ir)= - inf h(y)= sup a(y)=a(\k). 
YEW 
WYbX 
yeR” 
WYOX 
Furthermore, let A>0 and \k=O. Then (yER”l\k(y)>,X)=0, 
whence hi(O) = - inf 0 = - 60 = 6(O). 
Finally, let X < 0. Then 9(O) = 0 >, A, whence 
hi( \Ir) = sup lI(y)>/a(o)=+oQ. 
CjER” 
WYDX 
EMARK 1.3. The “reverse lexicographical index” 6( \k) can be also 
index, namely, 
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where we use the notation 
P(9) = (snY*J,)’ [iJr = (sp, 3,) E @“)*I* (1.36). 
ROPOSITION 1.2” We have 
d%(O) = R”, (1.37) 
andfmany yo=(q~,...,q~)T~Rn\(0), 
dYh(y*) = { 9 = (31, l**,Sn) E (Rn)*lsi@5.(,) 
= sign Vll(g()) (#O), 3,(,,)+1= .*’ =Sn=O }m (1*38) 
Proof. Since h(0) = - a(O) = - CCI = min h( R”), we have (1.37) (see 
[14, Theorem 11). 
t yo=(II:,***, qE)T # 0. Then, by (1.31), (1.23), (1.33), and (1.32), 
tm(y(j) = (\kqR”)*p(Yo) = -4,,,w) 
= (\kE(R”)*p(Yo)~o, --a(Yo)= -wq} 
i 
W) 
= !I! =(S,,.*.,s,) Em”)* ppo, la(yo)+l= l ** =L=O 
j - dvo) i 
= { \k =(&,...J”) ~(~“)*IS’lPL(V,, 
2. OPERATORS 
EFINITION 2.1. 
(2 1) . 
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(6) Iin the particular case when ( ei ) y = ( ei } y, ( e/l }‘: = ( e: It, the unit 
vector bases of Rn and R” respectively, whence + and- <,,, are the usual 
lexicographical orders +, on R” and Rk respectively, an (L, L)-isotone 
operator u E Z?( R”, Ek), i.e., one which satisfies 
u(y)>,,Q (YER", Y2,0)9 (2 2) . 
will be called a lexicographically isotone (or a lexicographical order preserv- 
ing) linear upermr. 
The following lemma reduces the study of (L’, L”)-isotone linear opera- 
tors to that of lexicographically isotone linear operators. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let { ei>;, { e:‘}k,, {ej};, (ek)! be as in Definition 2.1. An 
operator u E 9( R”, Rk) is (L’, L”)-isotone if and only if vi ‘uv, E 9( R”) is 
kxicographically isotone, where v1 E 4V(R”) and v2 E @(Rk) are defined by 
vl( ej) = ei (j=l,...,n), (2 3) . 
v2(e,F) =e:’ (i=l,..., k). (2 4) . 
Proof. By (2.4), 
k 
x = Et ,!‘e/’ E Rk w v,‘(x) = i s,le,” = (&.., (if)‘, (2.5) 
i = 1 i = 1 
and hence, for any g E R”, we have the equivalence 
u(y) 2&l * v;y u(y)) 2,o. (2 6) . 
Similarly, by (2.3) for any g E R” we have the equivalence 
Therefore, (2.1) holds if and only if 
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ence, writing g = ol( y ), y = u, ‘(g ) in (2.$), we obtain that (2.1) holds 
if and only if 
THEOREM 2.1. For u E LP( R”, Rk), the following statements are equiva- 
(1) u is lexicographically isotone. 
(2) u a,O, and a( u( y)) depends only on a(y). 
(3) u aLO, and there exists a unique mapping QD,: { 1, 
(1 ,...,k, +oo} such that 
+dY)) =cp,(dY)) (Y ER”b 
(4) u >,LO and 
a(u(ej_l))+16cY(u(ej)) (j=2,...,n), 
n,+oo}+ 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Proof. (1) * (2): If (1) holds, then, since ej @, we have Cj = U(ej) >,LO 
(j = l,..., n), that is, u a,O. Assume now, a contrario, that there exist 
yl, y2 E R” with a( yl) = a(y2) and a( u( ~1)) # a( u(Yz)); say9 ~1 CL YZ- 
Then, by (I), we have u( yl) <L u( y2), whence - u( y2) GL - U(Y& Hence, 
by (1.12) and (1.4) for p = ar, we obtain 
a( u( y1)) > a( u( y2)) = a( - U(Y2)) 2 a( - U(Yl)) = (+J(Y,% 
which is impossible. This proves that 
aCy,)= 4Yz) = “WY1)) = 44Y2))* W) 
f (2) holds, then, by a(ej)-j (j=l,...,n) and ~(O)=+~, 
we have (3), with 
cP,(j)=cP,(~(ej))=cu(u(ej)) (j=L...,n), (2.13) 
+oo)= 
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On the other hand, the converse implication (3) * (2) is obvious. 
(2) * (4): Assume that (2) holds, but not (4), so there exists j E (2,. . . , n > 
such that 
a(u(ej-l))+l+.+j)). (2.15) 
If a( u(ej- 
uCejh whence 
1 ))=+w, then (y(zR(~j))~+oO and thus u(ej_r)=O# 
(2.16) 
which, together with 
tY(“i-, + ej) = j - 1 = dX(t?j_1), (2.17) 
contradicts (2). 
On the other hand, if a( u(“i-,,) < + 00, then (2.15) is equivalent to 
a( u(ej-l)) a a( u(ejJ)* (2.18) 
If +OO>*(U(ei_l))>ol(u(ej)),weCilIl~te 
U(ej_l)=6,eF+ “., si#O; U(ej) = yle: + l l l , Yl# 0, (2.19) 
where i > I, whence 
=l <i=ol(U(f?j_l)), 
which, together with (2.17), contradicts (2). 
Assume, finally, that + w > a( u( ej_ 1)) = a( u( ej)). Then we can write 
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whence 
which, together with at( - Tie .__ I + 6iej) = j - I= a(ej_ 1), contradicts (2). 
(4)*(l): Assume (4), an d let ZJ=(~~,...,Q$“Q, jO=ol(y). Then, by 
a), we have VI= l l l = qjo_l = 8 (and rlj~ > O), whence, by 
(2.21) 
, then “(cjO) = + m, whence, applying (2.11) successively to 
,..., n, we obtain CjO+l= l *- =c,,=Q. ence, by (2.21) and (0.3), 
(y) = 0, so (2.2) holds for any y +$I 
now that CjO= (mljO,. . . , ?nk jO)T # 0. Then, by (1.1) (for a’= CW) 
we have mlj,,= l . . =matc’, ir. - 
= , then, as above, we obtain CjO+ 1 =‘ I”.’ l 
mlj= l ‘* = ma(cio)- 1, j = 
‘jo+l # 
(Cj,+l) < + 60, whm, 
1 jo=O a.nd mate ) jO> 0. If cjO+l , . * 
CC = 
n , when&! 
(j = j,,..., n). (2.22) 
ml, ja+l= * ’ l = mCY(Cjo)-l,j*+l= ma(c,o),jo+l= l ’ * = m*(C~o+~)-l,j~+l= 0. 
ontinuing in this way, we o tin that, whenever 
ma(Cjf))s j = 
(a) As shown by the above proof, the equivalence (2) = (3) and the 
implication (2) * (4) remain valid for any u f. Z(R”, k, (not necessady 
I.4 2#)’ 
the above, if there exists a mapping ~U:(l,...,n,+oo)-+ 
11 , . . . , k, -t 00 } satisfying (2.10), then it is unique and it satisfies 
9o,U--l)+l~dj) (j = 2,...,n), (2.25) 
or, equiuaZer&y, vu is sttictly &Tea&g on cP,-l( (1,. . l , k }). For a proof of 
the latter equivalence, note that if we have (2.25) and jr, j, E vi r( (I,. . . , k }), 
j, -c j,, then 9D,( j,) < 90,( j,) < + 00. ConverseIy, if (pU is strictly increasing on 
~;‘((l,.*., k})andthereexists j E (2,..., n } such that qU( j - 1) + 1) qU( j), 
&en tpu( j) c -t oo, and hence qU( j - 1) = + 00 [since otherwise j - 1, j E 
cp,-‘((l,..., k I), whence qU( j - 1) < vU( j) < rp,( j - 1) + 1, which is impossi- 
ble]. Thus, by (2.10), a( u( ej_ 1)) = qU( a( ej- 1)) = VJj - 1) = + 60, whence 
u(ej_1) = 0; similarly, by tpu( j) < + a~, we have a( u(ej)) < + 00. 
(2.10), we obtain 
4 ( u iY ej_l+ei>)=ol(U(ej-l+ej>)=a(u(ej)) 
which contradicts (2.17). 
FINITION 2.2. (a) and G,,~ as in 
say at an operator u E k, is strictly (L’ 
ar, a st 
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u E 9( R”, Rk) is strictly (L’, L”)-isotone if and only if it is (L’, L”)-iso- 
tone and one-to-one; hence, in this case k >, n. Since Iemma 2.1 remains valid 
for u E 5?( R”, Rk) strictly (L’, L”)-isotone and uz ‘UV, E Z(P) lexico- 
graphically strictly isotone, it will be enough to consider lexicographically 
strictIy isotone Iinear operators u E Y( Rn, Rk). 
THEOREM 2.2. For u E 9(Rn, Rk), the fobwing statements are equiva- 
lent: 
(1) u is lexicographically strictly isotone. 
(2) u >,,O, and there exists a unique strictly increasing mapping 
vu : ( 1,. . . , n, + 00 } + { 1, D.. , k, + 00 > satisfying (2.10). 
(3) We have u aLO and 
“(u(ei_l))‘“(u(ei))gk (j = 2,..., n). (2.28) 
When k = n, these statements are equivalent to 
(4) u >,,O, and u is nonsingular and lower triangular. 
Proof. (I) * (2): If (2.27) holds, then by Theorem 2.1 and Remark 
2.1(b) we have u aLO, and there exists a unique mapping vu: (1,. l . , n, + OO} 
+ ( 1,. . . , k, + 00) satisfying (2.10) and strictly increasing on q, ‘( (1,. . l , k }). 
ut we have now q;‘((l,..., k))= (l,..., n}; indeed, if jE (l,...,n}, 
cp,( j) = + 00, then, by (2.10), we obtain “(u(“i))=‘pu(“(ej))=cP,(j)= 
u(ej) = 0, in contradiction with (1). 
f (2) holds, then, by (2.10), we have 
(Y(U(ej-l))=cp.(j-l)<cp,(j)=a(U(ej)) (j=%...,n). 
urthermore, if a( u( ej )) = + 00 for some j < n, then vu is not strictly 
increasing on (1,. . . , n, + 00}, since qU( j) = + 60 = a@) = +(O))= 
cp,(cr(O))=<p,(+oo). Thus, a(u(ej))<k (j=%...,n). 
(3) - (1): If (3) holds, then by the above proof of Theorem 2.1, impka- 
tion (4) - ( 1) (case cj~ # 0,. . . , cjn + 0), we have (2.27). 
(1) A (3) = (4) when k = n: By (l), u is nonsingular. Also, by 1~ 
cu(u(e,))< .** ctx(u(e,,))<k=n,wehave 
a(U(ej))=j (j=l,...,n), (2.29) 
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(4) =S (3) when k = n: IT (4) holds and k = n, then we have (2.29), 
whence (2.i8). 
REMARK 2.3. 
(a) For k = n, one can also give the following alternative proof of the 
implication (4) - (1): If (4) holds and k = n, then we have (2.29), whence 
(2.1 l), and thus, by Theorem 2.1, there hoIds (2.2). IIence, sine-e u is 
nonsingular, we obtain (2.27). 
(b) From Theorem 2.2 one obtains again [9, Lemma 1.21, according to 
which every unitary lower triangular u E P( H”) is kxkagraphically /strictly) 
isotone. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For each u E Z(R*, Rk) there exist a basis { ei}; of 
R* and a basis ( e{’ )‘; of Rk such that u is (L’, L”)-isotone. 
Proof. Given UE~(R*,R~), let {ei)\ and {ei}F+i be bases of 
(Keru)’ (CR”) and Meru [ = {YE R”Iu(y)=O)] respectively, and let 
e:’ = u(e/) (i = l,..., I). (2.30) 
Then, since u ltKer U) A is an isomorphism, ( e{’ >‘, is a basis of u( (Ker u) 1 ) = 
u(R*), so it can be extended to a basis (e/‘): of R”. Then, 
U(Y) = i tYjU(ei) = i aie(’ 
j=l i = 1 
Y= f: (Iyjei E R* (2.31) 
j=l 
and hence we have (2.1). 
However, if we require that k = n and ( ei } y = ( e{’ ) ‘;, then the situation 
is different. Let us give 
EFINITION 2.3. 
say that an operator u E A?( 
reserves the lexic 
‘))-isotom [in 
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(b) We shall say that an operator u E Y( R”) is lexicographically isotone 
(or that u preserves the lexicographical order) in some basis, if there exists a 
basis {ei>; of n in which u is lexicographically isotone. 
THEOREM 2.3. For u E 9(Rn), the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) u lexicographically isotone in some basis. 
(2) The eigenvalues of u are ret! and non-negative. 
For u E @(R”), these statements are equivalent to: 
(3) The eigenvalues of u are real and positive. 
For u E U( R” ), these statements are equivalent to: 
(4) u is the identity operator. 
Proof. (1) = (2): If (1) holds, then, by Lemma 2.1 (with n = k, ( ei }; = 
II n 
tej 1 01 = v,), v- ‘uv E 9( R”) is lexicographically isotone, where v E 
I(R”y is defined by 
V( ej) = ei (j=l,...,n). 
ence, by Theorem 2.1, v- Itcv is lower triangular, and its diagonal elements 
are real and nonnegative. But the eigenvalues of v- ‘uv are its diagonal 
elements (since v -‘uv is lower triangular), and they coincide with the 
eigenvalues of u [since u(y) = Xy if and only if v%v( v-‘( y)) = XV-~(Y)]. 
(2) * (1): Assume that u E Z( R”) satisfies (2), and let {e,! >? be the 
“canonical” (Jordan) basis of R”, for which the I’s in the matrix of u (in 
(ei } y) are below the diagonal and the ei ‘s such that u(ei) = 0 are the last 
ones; such a basis of R” exists, by (2) (see e.g. [5, pp. 397-3991). Define 
V = vl E S( R”) by (2.3), and let A and B be the matrices of u and v, 
ectively (in the unit vector basis ( ej }i). Then, since B is the matrix of 
as%, B- 
satisfies 
is the matrix of u in the canonical basis ( ei ) y, 
of Theorem 2.1 (since it is lower triangular, so 
its diagonal elements are the eigenvalues of u, which by our assumption, are 
real and nonnegative). e B-lAB is the matrix of v-‘uv in the 
unit vector basis, from it follows that v- ‘uv is lexicographically 
u is lexicographically isotone in the 
“), respectively, the equivalences 
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3. LEXICOGRAPHICCAL INDEX PRESERVING LINEAR OPERATORS 
DEFINITION 3.1. 
(a) Let <L’ and <,,, be the lexicographical orders of R” and Rk, with 
respect o bases { ei )y of R” and (e/‘}: of Rk, respectively. We shall say that 
an operator u E ZP(R”, Rk) is (L’, L”)-index preseming if
a”(4Y )) = 4Y 1 (Y E R”)* (3 1) . 
(b) In the particular case when { ei}y = ( ej j’;‘, (e/’ >t = ($)t (the u&t 
vector bases), an (L, L)-index preserving operator u E 9( R”, Rk), i.e., one 
which satisfies 
44Y )I = 4Y 1 (Y -“I? (3 2) . 
will be called a lexicographical index preserving linear operator. 
REMARK 3.1. If u E 9(R”, Rk) is (L’, L”)-in&x preserving, then u is 
one-to-one, and hence, in this case, k >, n. Indeed, if y E R”, u(y) = 0, then 
(Y’(y)=&(u(y))= a”(0) = + 00, whence y = 0. 
The following lemma reduces the study of (L’, L”)index preserving linear 
operators to that of linear operators preserving the lexicographical index. 
LEMMA 3.1. An operator u E 9( R”, Rk) is (L’, L”)&dex peseroing if 
and only if v, ‘uu, E P(R”) is lexicographical index preserving, where 
v1 E 4V( R”) and v2 E @( Rk) are defined by (2.3) and (2.4), respectively. 
P~oofi By (2.5), 
a”(u(S))=a(v&(S))) (PER”), 
and, similarly, by (2.3), 
a’@) = a( v;‘(s)) (ij~ R"j. 
Therefore, (3.1) holds if and only if 
(3 3) . 
(3 4) . 
(3 5) . 
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) in (X5), we obtain at (3.1) holds if 
t (e~);cR” beanysetofne ts of Rn such that 
a($)= j (j=l,...,n). (3 7) . 
an operator u E A?(R”, Rk), the following statements are equivalent: 
(I) u is lexicographical index preserving. 
(2) We have 
&(ei))= j (j=l,...,n). 
have 
en 
u 
k 
is 
tX(U(ej)) = j ( 
= n, these statements are equivalent 
nonsingular and lower triang 
(3 fo . 
(3 9) . 
n, by (3.2) and (3.7), we have 
such that 
ence ere exist -y! E 
EAR 0 s 
(moreover, this also shows that { ei }y is a basis of I?‘). 
U(ej) = y+(e[) = +(e[) (j=l,...,n). 
ilvc’#O 
ut, by (1.4) (for /3 = (x) and (3.8), 
a( y&(e/)) = a\(u(e/)) = i (16 jdi<n, yiif0). 
Thus, by (3.12), (3.13), 2nd 1.2, we obtain 
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(3.12) 
(3.13) 
a( "("i)) = min *( y$(e!)) = min i = j 
j<i,<n j<i<n 
(j=l,...,n). 
yj f 0 
(3) = (1): Assume that 
Y = C;,,,,bqjej, whence 
y,i f 0 
(3) holds, and let g=(ql,...,gn)%O. Then 
U(Y) = Vj"fejJ* (3.14) 
j=aW 
ut, by (3.9), there exist S/ E R such that 
U( ej) = S/t?, , 6/#0 (j=l,...,n), 
i 
(3.15) 
n n 
vi Sjkj .
j=a(v) i= j 
I 
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0 a 
I n 
{ B ejf 1
an erator u E S?( ere exists a basis 
“(“ji) + a(e:) (j,iE {l,..., n}; j#i), 
a(lc(e;)) = a(ei) (j = l,..., n), 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
u is lexicographical iradex preseming; indeed, by (3.17), there exists a 
= l,...,n), so one can 
if k > n, there exist 
trictly isotone but not 
allowing result 
linear isomnphism 
hical sign” (irer9 
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where Z = a(y), 7jr7ji > 0. 
u( ei) = ej (j = l,..., I-l,Z-tl,...,n), 
1 
u(q) = & Il;q+ 
( 
( $-VjJej * 
j-l+1 1 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
en iX[U(6?j))=4X!ej)z j, I&(@,)>,0 (j=l,....Z-l,Z+l,...,n), WId, 
by (3.21) and q& > 0, we h f4( e,) j= I, tl( e,) >,O. 
(2.28) and u aLO, and hence, orem 2.2, u is lexico 
isotone. Finally, by (3.19)-(3.21), 
n n 
U(Y) = Vj"fej) = ?liel+ (17; - VjJej + 
j-1 j-l+1 j=l+l 
n 
= $t?j = Y’. 
j-1 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For zc E S?(R”, Rk), the following statements are 
eguioalent: 
(1) l7aereexistabasis (ei>; ofR”andaba& (e/l)k, of 
is (L’, L”)-index pressing. 
(2) 24 is one-to-one. 
e, if (1) holds, then k 2 n. 
Proof. The implications (1) * (2) * k 2 n are nothing else than 
3.1. 
Finally, the proof of the implication (2) * (1) is similar to 
1 [with Z = n, since by (2) we have now 
INITION 3.2. 
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THEOREM 3.3. For u G Z(R”), the following statements are equivalent: 
(I) u preserves the kxicographical index in some basis. 
(2) The eigenc&..4es of u are real and I+ 0. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the above Froof of Theorem 2.3, using now 
Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1, equivalence (1) PJI (4) (instead of Lemma 2.1 
and eorem 2. I_ respectively). 
4. OPERATORS CH DO NOT INCREASE OR DO NOT 
SE THE LEXI RAPHICAL INDEX 
DEFINITION 4.1. 
(a) Let +,# and <,,, be the Iexicographical orders on R” and Rk, with 
respect o bases ( ei )‘i of Rn and ( e/l }k, of Rk, respectively. We shall say that 
an operator u E .P’(R”, Rk) is 
(i) ( L’, L”)-index nonincreasing if 
d’(u(y)) G a’(y) (yet”); (4 1) . 
(ii) (L’, L”>index nondecreasing if 
a"(fJ(Y )) 2 4IY) (Y e w* (4 2) . 
n the particular case when { ei )y = ( ej ) 5, { e/l}! = ( e: }“, (the unit 
s), an (L, L)-index nonincreasing (nondecreasing) operator u E 
will be called a linear operator which does not increae (respec- 
tively, does not decrease) the lexicographical index. 
4.1. IfuEP 
to-one, and hence, in 
) >, cu”(U( y)) = Q1’ 
nmincrearing, then u 
deed, if y e R”, u(y) = 0, 
he following lemma reduces the study of (L’, L”)-index nonincreasing 
(nondecreasing) linear operators to that of linear operators which do not 
ecrease) the lexico index. 
L”)-index rronincrea.sin.g 
es t increase (decrease) 
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the lexicographical index, where v1 E S’( R”) and v2 E @( Rk) are defined by 
(2.3) and (2.4), respectively. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. For an operator u E Z’( R”, Rk), the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) u does not increase the lexicographical index. 
(2) u is lexicographical index preserving. 
Proof. The implication (2) * (1) is obvious. 
(1) = (2): If (1) holds, then 
(j = l,..., n). (4 3) . 
By Theorem 3.1, it will be enough to show that in (4.3) we have equality for 
all j. Assume not, and let 
l=min(j+X(U(ej)) < j}. (4 4 . 
Since cu(u(e,))>,l, wehave Z>,2. Let 
P = 4u(e,)). (4 5) . 
Then p < 1, and there exist yP,...,yk E R and i$,,..& s R such that 
k 
u(q) = C v,e,k, y,+Q; j= P 
k 
a#?:, S,#O. . (4 6) i= P 
Let 
Y = Ype, - ~,el. 
en, since p < 1, we have a(y) = p. n the other hand, 
(4 7) . 
(v,Si - spYi)e”y 
i= P 
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whence, since the term corresponding to i = p is 0, we obtain 
in contradiction with (1). 
HEOl3EN 4-g. Fm aaz operator u E +9(R”, IQ”), the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) u does not decrease the lexicographical order. 
(2) We have 
(+++)~ j (j=l,...,n). (4 8) . 
en k = n, the above statements are equivalent o 
(3) u is lower triangular. 
f (1) holds, then 
(ej)= j (j=l,...,n). 
=0 we have u(y)=O, whence a(u(y))= +oo=a(y). 
now (2), and let y = C3_a(yjqjej E R* \ (0). Then 
n 
U(Y) = Sj"(ej)s 
j=-(v) 
whence, eorem 1.3, (1.4), and (1.2) with p = ~1 and by (2), we obtain 
2 min( a(y),..., n} = a(y). 
vaIence (2) - (3) is obvious. 
or the case when k = n an 
COROLLARY 4.1. For an operator u E Z?(R”), the following statements 
are equivaknt: 
(1) u does not increase the lexicographical index in some basis. 
(2) l%e eigenvalues of u are real and # 0. 
COEIOLLARY 4.2. Fm an qerator u E S(Rn), the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) u &es not decrease the lexicographical index in some bask. 
(2) The eigenvalues of u are real. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the above proof of Theorem 2.3, using now 
Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, equivalence (1) w (3) (instead of Lemma 2.1 
and Theorem 2.1, respectively). 
5. APPENDIX: LEXICOGRAPHICAL SEPARATION OF p SETS 
Let us recall the following “ lexicographical separation theorem” [9, 
Theorem 2.11 (for another lexicographical separation tborem, see also [4, 
s2.41): 
THEOREM 5.1. For any sets G,,G, c R”, the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) CO Gi n CO Gg = IZI (where CO Gi denotes the convex hull of Gi)* 
(2) There exists U 6F SO< W) such thut 
sMl now give an extension 0 this theorem to p subsets of 
HEOREM 5.2. For any sets G,, . . . , G, c n, the fol~@g statmfmts 
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(2) There exist p linear operators u,, . . . , up E 9( “, Rn9), where q = 
min{ p - 1, n), such that 
P 
Uj = 0, (5 2) l 
i = 1 
ui(yi) <LO (vi E Gi, i = l,..., p). (5 3) . 
j = 1 
Proof. (1) * (2): Assume (1). We shall first prove that there exist 
Ul 9*--Y up E 9( R”, Rn(pvl)) satisfying (5.2) and (5.3). Indeed, (1) is equiva- 
lent to 
(5 4) . 
where II denotes the Cartesian product and where 
D = ((Ijl,..., p)~(Rn)Plyl= .-. =yp). (5 5) . 
ence, by Zom’s lemma, there exists a maximal convex set H in ( R”)p such 
that 
coG,sH, HnD=0. (5 6) . 
hen, by [ 11, Theorem 3.21, H is a hemispace of type cL (in the sense of 
2.1]), and D i e linear manifold associated to H (in the 
efinition 3.13). ce, since codim D = n(p - l), there exist 
‘(p- ‘I) and x E Rn(pB1) such that 
= 
I( Yl ,*-*, Yp)~(Rn)P~u(Yl,...,Yp) <LX}, (57) l 
= 6 Yl ,*m*, Y,) E (Rn)P~u(~l,..., Y,) =x}- (5 8) . 
(ye R”, i=l,...,p) 
(yip Rn, i=l,..., p). 
(5 9) . 
(5.10) 
Hence, by the first part of (5.6) and by (5.7) with x1 = 0, we obtain (5.3). 
Finally, by (5.10), (5.5), and (5.8) with x = 0, we get I$=,uic y) = u( y,. . . , y) 
= 0 (y E R”), i.e., (5.2). This proves our assertion on the existence of 
u1 ,. . . , up E A?(R”, R”(p-I)). 
Now, if 9 = min( p - 1, n} = p - 1, then v = n(p - l), so we are done. 
On the other hand, assume now that 9 = min( p - 1, n ) = n, or, equiva- 
lently, n + 1~ p. Then, by (1) and Helly’s theorem for a finite collection of 
sets (see e.g. [ 12, p. 196, Theorem 21.6]), there exist distinct i,, . . . , in+ 1 E 
P ,..., p) such that 
n+l 
n coGjj=O. 
j=l 
By (5.11) and the first part of the above proof, there exist u,,, 
S(R”, Rn2) satisfying 
n+l 
c Ui.=O, 
j-l 
I 
n+l 
j=l 
ui,(yi,) <LO (yijeGij, j=l,***,n+l)* 
ence, if we set 
. ..I 
(5.11) 
’ %,,I E . 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
n2j jiE {l,..., p}\(il ,..., in+& (5. 
n n2 = 9 ) nq) sa .3). 
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(2) - (1): Assume (2) and non-(l), say, y E n:= 1 co Gj. claim that for 
each in (l,..., p j there exists Yi E Gi such that 
Ui(Yi) aLUi(Y Jo (5.15) 
ndeed, if for some i we had 
uiCY’) <L Ui(Y) (Y’E Gi)p 
that is, Gj E (Y’ E Rn 1 Ui(y’) QZ+(Y)), then we w&d obtain Y E CO Gi c 
’ E R* 1 ui( y’) cL t+(y)}, which is impossible. This proves the claim. Then 
yi E Gi satisfying (5.15) we get, by (5.2) and (5.3), 
O = 2 ui( Y) <L i ui( Yi) <Lo, 
j = 1 i= 1 
which is impossible. 
EMARK 5.1. For a recent result on separation of p sets in R” by 
paces, see [ll, Theorem 5.11. 
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